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Florida
researchers seek
production
options
A new US$3m grant will fund a four-year research project to find more
places to grow produce
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water to grow fruits and vegetables,
ultimately utilising climate data to see
where such produce can be grown in the
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It comes at a time when UF researchers are

modelling to predict current and future

sounding a warning bell that fresh produce

impacts on yield.

may be hard to come by in the future, with
scientists citing changes in our climate, loss
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“The project will explore if other regions
like the southeast, including Florida, or the
Pacific Northwest, could produce some of
the fruits and vegetables that are getting
harder to produce in California,” Asseng
said. The difficulty arises from less water
and an overall warming climate, he said.
“The potential for improving the overall
sustainability and environmental profile of
handling, storing, packaging and market
access activities will be studied,” Asseng
added.
The team of researchers involved in the
project will combine economic and crop
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Previous research in this area has focused
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